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   “When planning a special day, it’s good to avoid the companion who’s termi-
nally self absorbed...”
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Monkeys, apes and more!

Official Holidays, Family Get-Togethers, The
Office Party and More...Advice for cornering the
market on a good time - (or not!)



THE SPECIAL DAY BOOK

We all want more fun and a richer, fuller, more meaningful life. Seriously!

That’s one reason we set aside times that are meant to be special, out of the
ordinary and not ho-hum.



So when you wake up one morning with that “what am I doing with my life
anyway” feeling, maybe it’s time to consider finding a balance between not
doing enough, doing too much and recreation.

Let that three legged stool of existence wobble out of symetry and the psyche
begins to suffer...



Having a special time means different things to different folks.

Watching TV is not one of the most special ways to spend the day, especially
if you’re not the one with the remote. You’re almost better off to simply stare
out into space.



Ask most people what they think makes life really special and they’ll probably
say “family”, even if they don’t always see eye to eye with theirs.



So it’s not surprising that a number one special day can mean “the family get-
together”, complete with all the cousins.

Bumping around with those genetically closest to you is a meaningful way to
spend time and may give you some added insights into why you look, feel and
sound the way you do.



On the other hand, when you’re considering balance, someone who’s feeling
socially crowded might need to let the pendulum swing the other way...

So having that “alone time” on the piazza could be just your kind of special
day.



One thing is for sure. A special day is not just another day that blends with all
the others, when you wake up asking, “Where did I go yesterday anyway and
WHO was I with?”



But whatever you do a special day is one you remember, at least for a while...



Good or bad--it’s one that stands out from the rest.



But the truth of the matter is, there will always be those who need more special
days than others. Not the practical individual who adjusts well to the scuffs and
smudges of ordinary life...



...but the one who has chronic ups and downs that lead to questions such as,
“Why did I eat so much on the cruise anyway?”



For some, a special time is “the vacation”, for which you may or may not sub-
stantially invest and for which there are more destinations in the world than you
can shake a stick at.



And while a special trip is often advertised as fun, food and a good time for all,
when it comes to taking a vacation, remember there are three important things
to consider...location, location and location.

If you go to the wrong spot, it probably won’t matter who you go with or what you
have to eat when you get there...



...or how your souvenoir photographs turn out.



When choosing a vacation spot, it’s generally good to try anything with a for-
eign sounding name, Barbados, the Isle of Capri, the Gobi Desert or Cancun.

But why is it that those from the cold climes are always so snobbish about
their vacation tans and the name of the place they got them from?



A vacation can mean the adventure of climbing something high (either Mt.
Everest or something that reminds you of it), which may, if you’re lucky, pro-
vide you with an overview of nature’s beauty and the feeling that life in general
is rich with possibility.



A vacation can be as easy as a romantic island get-away on a budget.



Or as difficult as an all-day picnic with an aspiring astronaut...



And whether you’re on an official holiday or having just a day off......a special
day might mean putting on the newest brightest thing you have...



...or just wowing everyone with a hat from the “previously owned” store.

Whatever you do, you’re hoping for a “time away” that seems like a tropical
island in the middle of a mundane world, a place where you suddenly feel like
you’re living “life to the full”...



...(even if it doesn’t always work out that way)!



Think too of the stress you’ll be spared after the vacation if only you can resist
the temptation to blow out your budget and pay for the whole trip down the
road.



Remember that some of the most relaxing times can be spent in the privacy of
your own back yard and hardly cost a cent.



But whatever the location, try your best to think outside the box when it comes
to getting away from it all...



...A special day is one we particularly hope to earmark for our “happy
memory” file. (Although it’s true that some “special days” can be memorable
in...



...a not-so-special way--like the time you went out for a guided tour but
dropped your eye glasses under the bus wheel before you could even get
there.

set out for a tour but lost your ticket before



Or the time a couple of long lost relatives showed up on your front doorstep...



...just when you were ready to take a dip in your brand new spa.)



...like the day you slept in by mistake and ended up getting away from it all by
calling in sick. Then later got docked a week’s pay.

A special day can also be a day when you realize later you probably shouldn’t
have gotten up at all...



...regardless of how you’re feeling at the time....in the hopes that you’ll be
rewarded with exactly the experience you need.

But no matter what your plans, a special day is one you usually try to show up
for...



Religious holidays (especially those with angels) are top on the list of special
days and are usually expected to be family ones.

This is in spite of the fact that most family units come complete with the so-
called “black-sheep”...



Regardless of past behavior, It’s ill-advised (given the holiday spirit) to turn
your back on that certain relative...



...who often shows up at the front door anyway, even without an invitation...(And
don’t expect a present or a bottle of wine either.)



In addition to black sheep, family occasions can mean being thrown in the mix
with your least favorite sibling...



And whether you have the small family, a “friends-make-a-family-family”...

...or that really odd duck from the other side of the family.



...a large blended family, an extended family, the extended-blended family...or
one whose dynamics you can’t quite to describe...



...even the best of holidays may still bring up that age-old question, “Why
can’t we all just get along anyway?”

That and, “Why are some relatives so difficult about what to throw on the
barbeque come dinner time?”

adversarial, contentious, pig headed quarelsome



In such cases having a special day can mean trying not to sink or swim, or
just trying go with the flow...

In such cases having a special day can mean just hanging out and/or trying to
go with the flow...



The bottom line is, with or without relatives, good fun on a special day is never
a given.

It’s partly about attitude (yours) and partly about a little thing called luck...



...like the time you ate cereal instead of eggs for breakfast and got the prize in
the bottom of the box...just when you were headed to the beach anyway.



Just adding novelty to your life can make for a special day too and might
mean just an easy change of pace...like hanging around outside instead of
in...or swimming instead of walking, walking instead of flying, running instead
of walking or...



...simply taking the bus.



But regardless of how you travel, remember to be smart about your compan-
ions. It’s a well known fact that two’s company and three’s a crowd. Aside
from that, choose your sidekicks with great care...



Remember there’s more to a traveling companion than someone who keeps
the pace...



...there’s more to a traveling companion than someone who’s simply available
at the time...



When pairing up for a guided tour, do your best to avoid the constant whiner...



...the user...



...the heavy social drinker...



and anyone from accounting.



Likewise, when dating, consider avoiding the unemployed hunk with the prob-
lem car who always wants you to pick up the tab...



...the companion who’s chronically self absorbed...



...and the date who insists on the priciest joint in town, then procedes to eat
and run.



Whether touring, dating or just hanging out, studies show that congenial com-
panions are often worth their weight in gold.



But careful selection applies to your choice of recreational activities as well.



Do you really want to spend your afternoon hanging out alone in the woods,
just because your neighbor recommended it? (After all, as they say, “it’s a
long walk into the woods and a long walk out”.)



...or raising heck with the local biker’s gang just because the guy from carpool
is?

Regardless of what your choices are...



...you’ll know it’s really time to plan for a special day when you find yourself
laying around the house ruminating about politics -- or your mother-in-law...



...when you find yourself trying to relieve the boredom with a big wad of chew-
ing gum...



...or when you’re so depressed that you almost feel like eating worms.



Having a special time out might mean some personal planning too like...taking
your best coat to the cleaners...



...shopping for a pair of shoes to go with the snazzy new top and
pants you can barely squeeze into...



...or planning to get up close and personal with a bar of soap.



A special day can mean “planning big” like hosing everything down for the big
barbeque.



Or it can mean failing to plan when you needed to, like the time you went to
the company picnic and no one brought the hotdogs or the volley ball.



Where planning is concerned, most special days are simple in spirit as long
as we don’t get carried away. There’s no need to take a perfectly reasonable
holiday like Cinco de Mayo, Mardy Gra or Valentine’s Day and get ridiculous
over it.



And there’s no need to break the budget with your dressup plans either...



...when a few simple touches here and there can make the costume.



Or you can take the easy way out and come as you are.



Interestingly enough, no matter how you dress, many holidays of the “famous-
person” variety are celebrated with little actual remembrance of the famous
person themselves.



It is a known fact that rarely during such “official holidays” is the famous per-
son given a single thought.



But remember, regardless of the holiday, a party’s never fun if you invite the
wrong guests.



When planning a guest list it’s particularly good to avoid too many guys from
the old neighborhood...



...to stay away from professional party planners and the like...



...and the “so-called” friend who always wants to borrow twenty bucks...



Likewise in a society where material opportunites abound, it’s important not to
celebrate too many special occasions at once.

Over attendance at late-night events is bound to take its toll...



...particularly in the work place, where it may or may not affect performance of
your job...



(...causing the big boss to eventually request that you seek employment else-
where.)



Parties, especially surprise ones, can make for the most special of days...



The birth of a family member, especially one who looks just like you, is always
a special day and...your own birthday is good for a big bash too, but only once
a year.



Maybe that’s a good thing, since birthdays often come with high expectations...
and a big bang...



...and the chronic desire to have your cake and eat it too.



Favorite holidays of the young also include those that revolve around
candy...collecting it...



and eating it... though such traditions are often responsible for putting psy-
ches (and blood sugars) completely out of whack.



The giving and receiving of presents is a favorite holiday for just about
everyone...though it’s important to note that materialism usually clutters up the
house more than it nurtures the soul.



And although it has been said that the true bounty of this world is often most
elusive on holidays...

Never-the-less, the alltime popular present is the newest most novel, often
long-awaited fad-gadget or toy. Make peace with yourself by accepting such
material desires but...



...try to enjoy your possessions without becoming overly attached...



After present-giving days, holidays of feasting and general overindulgence...



...as well as those with lights, confetti and streamers which run a close sec-
ond.

Angels are important also as are flags and fireworks.

candles



No matter which official holiday you celebrate, however, if you’re not extremely
careful, one minute you’ll be up with the Holiday Dazzle and...



...the next you’ve got a horrendous case of after-holiday blues. It’s a well known
fact that nothing lets a person down like a kitchen full of dirty dishes and no one
to help clean ‘em up.



As special days go, an office soiree is invaribly touted as a “good time to be
had by all”. (Try to come up with something better than “Happy Administration
Day” though, when planning an after hours bash.)



Still, the “office event” is often the number one “special time” that many would
simply turn their heels and run from were attendance not required. (Holidays
with in-laws run a close second.)



But alas, an unofficial attendance is always taken at the office gig, along with
a mental note of who brought what food...and who was drinking how much of
what drink...



...who’s taking pictures of who on their cell phones...and who’s smoozing it up
with the boss’ long-faced sister-in-law.



Throw some party drinks and a good looking co-worker into the mix
and...anything could happen.



And as with any group occasion, the office party also means a few extra hours
of dealing with that irritable someone (like the office hater)...



...as well as the gal from the next cubicle who always talks your ear off...



...not to mention the Big Boss.



At such times refreshments...



...and the amount of patience you can muster up for the bosses interesting kid
can make or break the event...

After the party, time off is usually needed even more than it was before...



...and can send you into long hours of zoning out in the back room with your
favorite travel magazine to plan another escape from the grind.

Just make sure to consult a reputable travel agent before firming up your
plans...



...or run the risk of getting stuck somewhere between Tanzania and the Gobi
desert with nothing more than a fly swatter for entertainment......having to ask
directions all the way back to town...



...then getting stuck at the so-called budget motel because you missed your
plane.

All that is enough to leave you with dashed expectations, a few resentments...



... and a general feeling of disconnect. That and a few questions like...



“Why me?”

That is, until you plug your sense of humor back in and...



... start talking things up with the neighbor down the street...who says he had
a vacation just like yours last year, and to make matters worse, he maxed out
his credit card for it too...Oddly enough, you’re in the same boat which...



...tickles the mailman no end.



And your aunt Sal, who never laughs at anything, laughs so hard that her
tongue curls up and her false teeth start to slip.



And then your boss (who hears the story through the grapevine and hasn’t
had a good laugh in years)...cracks up to the extent that he gives you an in-
stant promotion and substantial hike in pay!



(Gee thanks boss!)



Even your ex-mother-in-law says she likes the story...(kind of).

So...maybe that trip to the Gobi desert wasn’t so bad after all. (One odd-ball
excursion like that...can sometimes leave you feeling grateful for what you
have the rest of the time!)



Because it is a well-known fact that life is not all black and white.



And suddenly you get into the moment! You seem to have a breakthrough
about connectedness...about camaraderie and your fellow travelers...about
happiness in general.

And while there are at least a million ways to have a special day, to live life to
the full...



...it’s also a well known fact that living in the now starts with just a single flap
(even if you can’t fly)...

...it’s also a well known fact that living in the now starts with just a single flap
(even if you can’t fly)...



...(as long as it’s in the right direction)...on the high road that is.

...or a single step...



You cease to obsess on the future...



...or to look at the past with malaise or regret.



.

You find yourself...traveling light...



...getting out of yourself and enjoying the dance...



...And you try to see a little bit of yourself in everyone you meet (even your
mother-in-law!).



You cheer others on as well as yourself, for you find it’s not the fancy vaca-
tion, or the throwing of money at glitz and bling; it’s the glorious present mo-
ment that lights your spirit, that makes the day a special one.



And because we are social beings who can benefit from the experience and
advice of others, you promise not to take any wooden nickles along the way...



And any time it looks like you’re going to sink, mentally or emotionally (or
financially), you stick your head up for air and swim...



You kick up your heels and it doesn’t matter how high...



...for this is the glorious present moment, it’s life to the full!



You’re filled with wishes like, “God bless you!” That and “Arivaderchi baby!”,
“Surf’s up Dawg!”



“May the best of luck be with you my friend!”

THE END


